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Down with the
Brits and the
Yankees
by Murray N. Rothbard

he idea of a just war has occupied the energies of some
of our civilization’s most
learned and respected figures. For
war, as a grave act of killing, needs
to be justified.
My own view can be put simply: a
just war exists when a people tries
to ward off the threat of coercive
domination by another people, or to
overthrow an already existing domination.
A war is unjust, on the other
hand, when a people tries to impose
domination on another people, or
tries to retain an already existing
coercive rule over them.
My ideological and political activism has focused on opposition to
America’s wars, first because I have
believed our waging them to be unjust, and second because war, in the
penetrating phrase of the libertarian
Randolph Bourne, has always been
the “health of the State,” an instrument for the aggrandizement of
State power over the health, the
lives, and the prosperity of its subject citizens and social institutions.
Even a just war cannot be entered
into lightly, and an unjust one must,
of course, be anathema.
There are two wars in American history that were, in my
view, assuredly and unquestionably
proper and just; not only that, the

opposing side waged a war that was
clearly and notably unjust. We did
not have to worry in these two wars
about whether a threat against our
liberty and property was clear or
present enough; in both of these
wars, Americans were trying to rid
themselves of an unwanted domination by another people. And in both
cases, the other side tried ferociously to maintain its coercive rule
over Americans. In each case, one
side-“our side,” if you will-was
notably just, the other side unjust.
To be specific, there have been
two strikingly just wars in American history: the American Revolution, and the War for Southern Independence.
It is clear that the American
Revolution was a just war, a war of
peoples forming an independent nation and casting off the bonds of
another people insisting on perpetuating their rule over them.
What I want to focus on here is
not the grievances that led the
American rebels to the view that it
had become “necessary for One
People to dissolve the political
Bonds which have connected them
with another.” What I want to stress
is the ground on which the Americans stood for this solemn and fateful act of separation.
The Americans were steeped in
the natural-law philosophy of John
Locke, the scholastics, and the classical republicanism of Greece and
Rome. There were two major political theories in Britain and Europe
during this era. One was the olderbut by this time obsolete-absolutist view: that the king was the fa-
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Watch
Rethinking Ian Smith
When gay rights activists
protested their exclusion from a
Zimbabwe book fair, President
Robert Mugabe called them
“sodomists and sexual perverts.”
Saying that he was “extremely
outraged” that such people lived
in his country, he asked what was
next, “rights” for “those given to
bestiality”?
Mugabe denied that his stance
might hurt the fair. “Is the fair
based on sodomy?” he asked.
Besides, “I don’t believe they
have any rights at all. I hope the
time neyer comes when we want
to reverse nature.” However, the
South African Publishers Association said it had broken off
talks with its Zimbabwean counterparts about a joint book-selling event, and would recommend
that its book publishers boycott
the Zimbabwe fair in the future.
(New York Times, 8/2/95)
Continued on page 2
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Fr. Coughlin
The New York Times, in a feature (7/23/95) entitled “The Unending Search for Demons in the
American Imagination,” seeks to
belittle various “conspiracy theories.” But one entry, on the Rev.
Charles E. Coughlin, the radio
priest of the 1930s, may not have
the desired effect. In a broadcast of
February 6, 1938, says the Times,
Father Coughlin outlined a theory
“that the threat of a new war could
be traced to British bankers’ ambitions in Asia,” and said:
“America is in the midst of a
needless, man-made depression. It
is the business of the warlords and
their masters of international high
finance to maintain this depression
with its want in the midst of plenty,
its poverty and its
useless. needless idle-
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Barry Pinkwater
When Barry Goldwater endorsed gay rights, liberals cheered,
and portrayed it as merely a continuation of his libertarianism. I argued
that it was a break with whatever libertarian principles he might have
had, since gay rights-the idea that
government should force property
owners to accept customers, tenants,
and employees they don’t wantwas the antithesis of libertarianism.
Now the unspeakable Barry has
praised the ClintonFDA tobacco dicta-
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Bill, by executive fiat,
should be able to
outlaw vending machines in Ventura and
advertising in Atlanta
is anti-Constitution
and anti-market. It is
also another step on
the road to tobacco

concentrated upon
these evils until such
time as the floodgates
of billions of dollars
for shells and gas and
battleships and instruments of destruction
are opened wide.
“Then the wolf

its voice in some pulpit of patriotism, to enlist millions
of Americans in the greatest conflict this world has ever known.
That is their program, that is their
policy with which they hope to win
popular support-a policy which,
when the last gun will have been
fired and the last dough-plow-boy
buried, will prove to future generations its unsoundness. Following
the world war, some 50 or 80 billions of dollars of debts, represented by bonds held in the hands
of the few, will be borne upon the
backs of your sons or daughters.
~

Farewell, then, democracy; farewell,
liberty; farewell to the precepts of
Washington.
“Is that patriotism to enlist our
support for war, which will destroy
the little children growing to manhood and womanhood tomorrow?”

extend the Leviathan,
and enrich corrupt BATF police and
’higher officials in the executive
branch.
As to Goldwater, although I gave
my heart and soul to him in 1964 (and
even 1960), I’d say it’s time for some
revisionism. Not only on the man today, who also touts the glories of abortion and his hatred of the Christian
Right, but on the original.
Given that the sell-outs and
statists from National Review were
running his campaign, how authentic a conservative could Goldwater
have been? We can’t judge by Con-
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science of a Conservative, since
that was written by the great Brent
Bozell. As Murray Rothbard might
have said, Revise! Revise!

Trouble in Paradise
There’s trouble in P.C. paradise. Gays are denouncing Hollywood stars who support animal
rights, since animal-rights activists
oppose AIDS research using animals. The fact that Alec Baldwin,
Kim Basinger, Rue McClanahan,
and other red-ribbon wearers also
support People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals is “hypocrisy,” says AIDS activist Carl
Kapanke (New York Post, 8/8/95).
Worse, “New York Magazine recently crowned ‘animal rights’ the
‘No. 1 hip cause on the planet.” And
when he was asked about AIDS
“patients desperately awaiting the
results of animal research,” Dan
Matthews, head of PETA, said,
“Don’t get the disease in the first
place, schmo.”

The Last Roundup
There continues to be hysteria
about the meeting of white police
held each spring in the hills of Tennessee. (And 1well understand the
glee of the militia members who
exposed BATF involvement.)
But why is the “Good 0’Boys
Roundup” considered racist? Because it’s an all-white gathering.
But every police agency, federal,
state, and local, has an all-black fraternity that also holds meetings. In
fact, there is a national meeting
every year of black police.
Under political correctness,
whites are allowed only integration,
whereas blacks are allowed integration or segregation, as they see fit.
By the way, the prime hysteriacs over
the Good 01’ Boys Roundup were
members of the Congressional Black
Caucus, which bars whites. There is
no Congressional White Caucus, of
course. That would be racist.

Bye-Bye

ment was the major culprit.
Hence the crucial psychological importance to the American
ther of his nation, and that absolute
revolutionaries of Tom Paine’s Comobedience was owed to the king by
mon Sense, which not only adopted
the lesser orders; and that any rethe Lockean view of a justified rebellion against the king was equivaclaiming of sovereignty by the
lent to Satan’s rebellion against
American people, but zeroed in on
God.
the office of the king. In the words
The natural law view countered
of the New Left, Paine delegitimized
that sovereignty originated not in the
and desanctified the king. The king
king but in the people, but that the
of Great Britain, Paine
people had delegated
wrote, is only the detheir powers and
scendant of “nothing
rights to the king.
better than the princiHugo Grotius and the
Based on
pal ruffian of some
other conservative
libertarian
restless gang; whose
natural lawyers believed that this delegadoctrine and on savage manner or preeminence in subtlety
tion, once transferred,
republican
obtained him the title
was irrevocable, so
models, the
of chief among plunthat sovereignty must
derers.” And now
reside permanently in
people of
the kings, including
the king. The more
the
several
the “Royal Brute of
radical libertarian thecolonies set up Great Britain,” are but
orists, such as Father
“crowned ruffians.”
Juan de Mariana and
independent
In making their
John Locke and his
sovereign
revolution, then, the
followers, believed
Americans cast their
quite sensibly that
states.
lot with a contractual
since the original deljustification for govegation was voluntary
ernment. Government
and contractual, the
is not something impeople had the right to
posed
from
above,
by some divine
take back that sovereignty should
act of conferring sovereignty; but
the king grossly violate his trust.
contractually, from below, by “conThe American revolutionaries,
sent of the governed.’’
in separating themselves from Great
Based on libertarian doctrine
Britain and forming their new naand on republican models, the
tion, adopted the Lockean doctrine.
people of the several colonies set up
It is well known that the biggest
independent sovereign states. The
moral and psychological problem
powers of each government were
the Americans had, and could only
strictly limited, with most rights and
bring themselves to overcome after
powers
reserved to the people, and
a full year of bloody war, was to viowith
checks,
balances, and written
late their oaths of allegiance to the
constitutions severely limiting state
British king. Breaking with the Britpower.
ish Parliament, their de facto ruler,
These thirteen separate repubposed no problem. But the king was
lics, in order to wage their common
their inherited sovereign lord, the
war against the British Empire, sent
person to whom they had all sworn
representatives to a Continental
fealty. It was the king to whom they
Congress, and then later formed a
owed allegiance; and so the list of
Confederation, again with severely
grievances in the Declaration of Inlimited central powers, to help fight
dependence mentioned only the
the British. The hotly contested deking, even though in reality Parlia-

Continued from page 1

When New York Newsday went
out of business, all the liberals
cried. Now I know why. As Jim
Sleeper points out, it was far more
p.c. than even the New York Times.
NYN, bragged an editorial in the
final edition, “gave readers a
searching exploration of the city’s
black middle class” and “a very
gay appreciation of Batman and
Robin’s nipples-all in the same
issue!”
The newspaper paid immense
and loving attention to the troubles
of inner-city neighborhoods, and
blamed it all on whites. It also
“brought in the cookie-cutter columnists-the Latina journalist, the
gay monitor of homophobic outrages, and others who were designated to represent a plethora” of
official victim groups. Of course,
the readers of the former paper
were overwhelmingly white, middle-class, and straight. (New Republic, 8121-28195)

Death-Row Journalist
Liberals from around the world,
and at national government radio,
have been touting the cause of
former Black Panther Mumia AbuJamal, an affirmative-action radio
commentator on death row for murdering a white policeman in Philadelphia in 1982. His conviction was
the result of racism, of course, even
though he fired bullets into the
cop’s back and head as he lay
on the ground, after an encounter
with a pal and fellow armed robber of Abu-Jamal’s. Now he’s been
granted another stay, which his farLeft lawyer, Leonard Weinglass,
called a “very heartening victory.”
Jesse Jackson, who is also lobbying for the murderer, says “we must
stop this cycle of killing and violence.”
Since he is still on death row,
Abu-Jamal complains, “I still sojourn in Hell.” Not yet, baby, not
yet..
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cision to scrap the Articles and to
The separate Southern states
craft a new Constitution demonthen exercised their contractual right
as sovereign republics to come tostrates conclusively that the central
gether in another confederation, the
government was not supposed to be
Confederate States of America. If
perpetual, not to be the sort of perthe Aimerican Revolutionary War
manent one-way trap that Grotius
had claimed turned popular soverwas just, then it necessarily follows
eignty over to the king forevermore.
that the War for Southern IndepenIn fact, it would be very pecudence was just, and for the same reason. In neither case was this deciliar to hold that the American revosion made for “light or transient
lutionaries had repudiated the idea
causeis.” But if the American Revothat a pledge of allegiance to the
king was not contractual and revolutionary cause was not just, then
cable, only to turn around a few
neither North nor South had a leg to
short years later to enter a compact
stand on, and both sides should have
that turned out to be an irrevocable
returned, hat in hand, to beg forgiveone-way ticket for permanent cenness of the British monarch.
tral government power. Revocable
What of the grievances of the
two !jets of seceders? Were they
and contractual to a king, but irrevocable to some piece of paper!
comparable? The central grievance
And finally, on this point, does
of the American rebels was the taxanyone seriously believe that any
ing power: the systematic plunder of
of the thirteen states would have
their property by the British governratified the Constiment. Whether it was
tution had they bethe tax on stamps, the
lieved that it was a
tax on imports, or the
Both
the
one-way Venus fly
tax on imported tea,
trap? The Constitutaxation was central.
British and
tion was barely ratiThe slogan “no taxathe North
fied as it is!
tion without represenwere waging
tation’’ was misleadSo: if the Articling; in the last analyes of Confederation
fierce war to
sis, we didn’t want
could be treated as a
maintain their “repr e sent at i o n” in
scrap of paper, if delParliament; we wantegation to the confedcoercive anid
ed
not to be taxed by
erate government in
unwanted
rule
Great
Britain.
the 1780s was revoover
another
The other grievcable, how could the
ances, such as opposicentral government
people.
tion to general search
set up under the Conwarrants, or to overstitution, less than a
riding of the ancient
decade later, claim
Anglo-Saxon principle of trial by
that its powers were permanent and
jury, were critical because they inirrevocable?
volved the power to search merAnd yet, of course, this monchants’ properties for “smuggled”
strous illogic is precisely the doctrine
goods that had avoided payment of
proclaimed by the North during the
the customs taxes. Trial by jury was
War Between the States. In 1861, the
vital because no American jury
Southern states, believing correctly
would ever convict such smugglers.
that their cherished institutions were
One of the central grievances of
under grave threat and assault from
the South, too, was the protective
the central government, decided to
tariff that Northerners imposed on
exercise their natural, contractual,
and constitutional right to withdraw,
Southerners whose major income
came from exporting cotton abroad.
to “secede” from that Union.
4
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The protective tariff at one and the
same time drove up prices of manufactured goods, forced Southerners
and other Americans to pay more for
manufactures, and threatened to cut
down Southern exports.
What of the opposition to these
two just wars? Both were unjust,
since both the British and the North
were waging fierce war to maintain
their coercive and unwanted rule
over another people. But if the British wanted to hold and expand their
empire, what were the motivations
of the North? In the famous words
of the abolitionist William Lloyd
Garrison, at least early in the
struggle, why didn’t the North “let
their erring sisters go in peace”?
The North, in particular the
North’s driving force, that ethnocultural group the “Yankees,” had
been swept by a new form of fanatical and emotional neo-Puritanism.
They were driven by a fervent
‘‘POs t mi 11en ni a1i s m ,” which he Id
that, as a precondition for the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, man
must set up a thousand-year Kingdom of God on Earth.
This Kingdom, of course, must
be a perfect society. In order to be
perfect, this Kingdom must be free
of sin, which must be stamped out
as quickly as possible. Moreover,
you yourself would not be saved if
you didn’t try your hardest to stamp
out sin by force. It was very clear to
these neo-Puritans that in order to
stamp out sin, government, in the
service of the saints, is an essential
coercive instrument. As historians
have summed up the views of all the
most prominent of these millennialists, “government is God’s major
instrument of salvation.”
Sin was very broadly defined
by the Yankee Puritans as anything
which might interfere with a person’s free will to embrace salvation,
anything which, in the words of the
old Shadow radio serial, “might
cloud men’s minds.” The particular
cloud-forming occasions of sin were
liquor (“Demon Rum”), any non-
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religious activity on the Sabbath,
slavery, and the Roman Catholic
Church.
If anti-slavery, prohibitionism,
and anti-Catholicism were grounded
in fanatical post-millennialism, the
paternalistic big government required for this social program on the
state and local levels led logically
to a Big Government paternalism in
national economic affairs.
Whereas the Democratic Party
in the nineteenth century was known
as the “party of personal liberty,” of
states’ rights, of minimal government, of free markets and free trade;
the Republican Party was known as
the “party of great moral ideas,”
which amounted to the stamping out
of sin. On the economic level, the
Republicans adopted the Whig program of statism and Big Government: protective tariffs, subsidies to
big business, strong central government, large-scale public works, and
cheap credit spurred by government.
The Northern war against slavery partook of fanatical millennialist fervor, of a cheerful willingness
to uproot institutions, to commit
mayhem and mass murder, to plunder and loot and destroy, all in the
name of high moral principle and
the creation of a perfect world. The
Yankee fanatics were the Anabaptists, the Jacobins, the Bolsheviks of
their era.
In the pseudo-Biblical and truly
blasphemous verses of that quintessential Yankee, Julia Ward Howe, in
her so-called “Battle Hymn of the
Republic,” are summed up the fanatical spirit of Northern aggression
for an allegedly redeeming cause.
It should be mentioned that the
southern United States was the only
place in the 19th century where slavery was abolished by fire and the
“terrible swift sword.” In every other
part of the New World, slavery was
peacefully ended by agreement with
the slaveholders. But in these other
countries-in
the West Indies or
Brazil, for example-there were no
Puritan millennialists to do their

Union Pacific. In this way, conbloody work, armed with a gun in
scripted Union troops and hapless
one hand and a hymn book in the
taxpayers were coerced into socialother.
izing the costs of constructing and
In the “party of great moral
operating the Union Pacific. This sort
ideas,” different men and factions
emphasized different aspects of this
of action is now called “the cooperation of government and industry.”
integrated despotic world outlook.
But Lincoln’s major focus was
In the fateful Republican convention
on raising taxes; in particular, raisof 1860, the major candidates for
ing and enforcing the protective tarPresident were two veteran
iff. His convention
abolitionists: William
victory was particuSeward of New York,
larly made possible
and Salmon P. Chase
Yankee
by support from the
of Ohio. Seward, howPennsylvania
delegaever, was distrusted
fanatics
tion. Pennsylvania had
by the anti-Catholic
were the
long been the home
hotheads because he
and political focus of
somehow did not
Anabaptists,
the
nation’s iron and
care about the alleged
the
Jacobins,
steel
industry, which
Catholic menace; on
the
Bolsheviks
ever since its inception
the other hand, while
during the War of 1812
Chase was happy to
of their era.
has been chronically
play along with the
former Know-Nothinefficient, and has
ings, who stressed the
therefore constantly
been bawling for high tariffs and,
anti-Catholic part of the coalition,
later, import quotas.
he was distrusted by Sewardites and
Virtually the first act of the Linothers who were indifferent to the
coln Administration was to pass the
Catholic question.
Morrill protective tariff act, douAbraham Lincoln of Illinois
bling existing tariff rates. In his First
was a dark horse, who was able sucInaugural, Lincoln was conciliatory
cessfully to finesse the Catholic
about maintaining slavery, but hardquestion; his major emphasis was on
line about collecting all the customs
Whig economic statism: high tariffs,
tariffs in the South.
huge subsidies to railroads, and public works. As one of the leading lawAs Lincoln put it, the federal
yers for Illinois Central and other
government would “collect the dubig railroads, Lincoln was the canties and imposts, but beyond what
may be necessary for these objects,
didate of the railroad magnates.
there will be no invasion, no using
Thus, one reason for Lincoln’s
victory at the convention was that
of force against ...people anywhere.”
The significance of the federal forts
Iowa railroad entrepreneur Grenville
M. Dodge helped swing the Iowa
is that they provided the soldiers to
delegation to Lincoln. In return,
enforce the customs tariffs; thus,
Fort Sumter was at the entrance to
early in the Civil War, Lincoln appointed Dodge as general. Dodge’s
Charleston Harbor-apart from
New Orleans, the major port of the
task was to clear the Indians from
South. The federal troops at Sumter
the designated path of the country’s
first heavily subsidized federally
were needed to enforce the tariffs
that were supposed to be levied at
chartered transcontinental railroad,
Charleston Harbor.
the Union Pacific.
Of course, Abraham Lincoln’s
Having successfully employed
conciliatory words cannot be taken
Union troops against the Indians,
at face value. Lincoln was a master
Grenville Dodge left the Union Army
politician, which means that he was
to become one of the leaders of the

L
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money and to provide cheap credit
a consummate conniver, manipulafor the business elite.
tor, and liar. The federal forts were
And furthermore, the New
the key to his successful prosecution
Model Army and the war effort
of the war. Lying to South Carolina,
Abraham Lincoln managed to do
rested on a vast and unprecedented
amount of federal coercion against
what Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Northerners as well as the South; a
Henry Stimson did at Pearl Harbor
huge army was conscripted, dissenteighty years later; maneuvering the
ers and advocates of a negotiated
Southerners into firing the first shot.
peace with the South
By manipulating the
were jailed, and
South into opening fire
the precious Angloon a federal fort, LinSaxon right of hacoln made the South apLincoln was a beas
pear to be “aggressors”
corpus was
in the eyes of Northern
consummate
abolished for the dumoderates.
ration.
conniver,
Outside of New EnWhat about the
manipulator,
gland and territory poprest of the millennialist worldview?
ulated by transplanted
and liar.
New Englanders, the
While it is true that
idea of forcing the South
Lincoln himself was
to stay in the Union was
not particularly relihighly unpopular. In
gious, that did not
really matter since he adopted all the
many middle-tier states, including
attitudes and temperament of his
Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
evangelical allies. He was stern and
and even Pennsylvania, there was
sober, he was personally opposed to
considerable sentiment to mimic the
alcohol and tobacco, and he opposed
South by forming a Middle Confedthe private carrying of guns.
eracy to isolate the pesky and fanatiAn ambitious seeker of the
cal Yankees. Even after the war bemain, chance from early adulthood,
gan, the mayor of New York City
Lincoln acted viciously toward his
and many other dignitaries of the
own humble frontier family in Kencity proposed that the city secede
tucky. He abandoned his fiancee in
from the Union, and make peace and
order to marry a wealthier Mary
engage in free trade with the South.
Todd, whose family was friendly
The Lincoln Administration
with the eminent Henry Clay, he reand the Republican Party took adpudiated his brother, and he refused
vantage of the overwhelmingly Reto attend his dying father or his
publican Congress after the secesfather’s funeral, monstrously declarsion of the South to push through
ing that such an experience “would
almost the entire Whig economic
be more painful than pleasant.” No
program. Lincoln signed no fewer
doubt!
than ten tariff-raising bills during
Lincoln, too, was a typical exhis administration. Heavy “sin”
ample of a secular, liberal humanitaxes were levied on alcohol and
tarian in another dimension: a familtobacco, the income tax was levied
iar modern “reform liberal” type
for the first time in American hiswhose heart bleeds for and yearns
tory, huge land grants and monetary
to “uplift” remote mankind, while
subsidies were handed out to transhe treats abominably actual people
continental railroads, accompanied
whom he knew. And so Abraham
by a vast amount of attendant corLincoln, in a phrase prefiguring our
ruption; and the government went
off the gold standard and virtually
own beloved Mario Cuomo, denationalized the banking system to
clared that The Union was really “a
establish a machine for printing new
family, bound indissolubly together
~~
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by the most intimate organic bonds.”
Kick your own family, and then
transmute familial spiritual feelings
toward a hypostatized and mythical
entity, “The Union,” which then
must be kept intact regardless of
concrete human cost or sacrifice.
Indeed, there is a vital difference between the two unjust causes
we have considered, the British and
the North. The British, at least, were
fighting on behalf of a cause which,
even if wrong and unjust, was coherent and intelligible: that is, the
sovereignty of a hereditary monarch.
What was the North’s excuse
for their monstrous war of plunder
and mass murder against their fellow Americans? Not allegiance to an
actual, real person, the king; but allegiance to a non-existent, mythical,
quasi-divine alleged entity, “The
Union.” The king was at least a real
person, and the merits or demerits
of a particular king or the monarchy in general can be argued. But
where is “The Union” located? How
are we to gauge the Union’s deeds?
To whom is the Union accountable?
No, this fictional entity was
taken, by its Northern worshippers,
from a contractual institution that
can either be cleaved to or scrapped,
and transformed into a divinized
entity which must be worshipped,
and which must be permanent,
unquestioned, and all-powerful.
There is no heresy greater, no political theory more pernicious, than
sacralizing the secular.
But this monstrous process
is exactly what occurred when
Abraham Lincoln and his northern
colleagues made a god out of the
Union. If the British forces fought
for bad King George, the Union
armies pillaged and murdered on
behalf of this pagan idol, this
“Union,” this Moloch that demanded terrible human sacrifice to
sustain its power and its glory.
For in this War Between the
States, the South may have fought
for its sacred honor; but the North~~~
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ern war was the very opposite of
honorable. Civilized nations with
great care had developed classical
international law. Above all, civilians must not be targeted; wars must
be limited. But the North insisted on
creating a conscript army, a nation
in arms, and broke the nineteenthcentury rules of war by specifically
plundering and slaughtering civilians, by destroying civilian life and
institutions so as to reduce the South
to submission.
Sherman’s infamous March
through Georgia was one of the
great war crimes, and crimes against
humanity, of the past century and a
half. By targeting and butchering
civilians, Lincoln, Grant, and
Sherman paved the way for all the
genocidal horrors of the monstrous
twentieth century.
There has been a lot of talk in
recent years about memory, about
Never Forgetting, about History as
retroactive punishment for crimes of
war and mass murder. The great libertarian historian, Lord Acton, said
that the historian, in the last analysis, must be a moral judge. The muse
of the historian, he wrote, is not
Clio, but Rhadamanthus, the legendary avenger of innocent blood.
In that spirit, then, we must always remember, we must Never
Forget, we must put in the dock and
hang higher than Haman, these
who in modern times opened the
Pandora’s Box of genocide and the
extermination of civilians: Sherman,
Grant, and Lincoln.
Perhaps, some day, their statues, like Lenin’s in Russia, will be
toppled and melted down; their insignias and battle flags will be desecrated, their war songs tossed into
the fire. And then Davis and Lee and
Jackson and Forrest, and all the heroes of the South, “Dixie” and the
Battle Flag, will once again be truly
honored and remembered.
The classic comment on that
meretricious TV series, The Civil
War, was made by that marvelous
and feisty Southern writer, Florence

becoming operationally isolationist”; that is, “isolationist” in fact, if
not in theory.
After half a century of a bipartisan foreign policy of global interventionism, a rising wing of the
GOP challenges holy writ-and
what a refreshing development that
is!
“ U S . foreign policy must seek
This article is excerpted from a speech
prudently
to advance American indelivered b y the late Murray N. Rothbard
terests abroad.” because “the U.S. is
at the Mises Institute’s “Cost of War”
conference. Phone 334-844-2500 to order
not a corps of armed social worka set of the audio tapes, featuring
ers.” Earlier in the editorial, the ediRothbard and 20 other giants of the
tors had contended that “National
Right, for $79.
lawmakers have a duty to attend to
foreign affairs” because “defending
the country from external menace”
is the “principal justification” for
the existence of the federal government. Now, instead of merely defending, we are advancing American interests abroad. But whose interests are being advanced as embodying those of the nation?
A look at this issue of National
Review, billed on the cover as a
“Special Defense and Technology
Issue,” provides us with a ready anby Justin Raimondo
swer. Not only the content, but also
the many ads.
eafing through the July 3 1 isA typical ad by McDonnell
sue of National Review, the
Douglas features a C-17 transport
headline “Keep America
plane landing on some foreign runFirst” naturally attracted my attenway under a brooding electric purple
tion: had the last of the Cold War
sky: “A world crisis doesn’t care
internationalists finally come over
about time, location
to our side?
Alas, it turned out
or the length of
to be a major case of
its runway,” reads
false advertising. Dethe headline. “That’s
National
fending Republicans
why America has
Review fibs
the C-17 ..., the only
against the heinous
charge that they have
once again
widebody airlifter
turned into “isolationthat can deliver
American help t o
ists,” the editors of NR
small, hard to reach
aver that the GOP “remains committed to
airfields anywhere in
the world .... So go ahead, let a
global leadership” but ruefully acknowledge that, yes, “the GOP maworld crisis be inconsiderate. We’re
ready.”
jority shows little interest in foreign
policy.”
Ready, that is, to reap enormous profits from a foreign policy
Particularly “worrisome” are
the freshmen, “so exemplary in
that demands the capacity to make
worldwide war.
other respects.” The great danger,
NR wants us to increase miliwe are told, is that “the party risks
King. Asked her views on the series,
she replied: “I didn’t have time to
watch The Civil War. I’m too busy
getting ready for the next one.” In
that spirit, I am sure that one day,
aided and abetted by people in the
glorious Copperhead tradition, the
South shall rise again!

Phony
Arnerica
Firsters
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